
Compliance

Data security

Deployment
flexibility

Customization

Comply with legal regulations or corporate mandates for data protection and security.

Ensure that all of your data never leaves your control and remains in your secure environment. 

Meet the needs of all of your customers - those needing cloud, those needing on-premises and 
those wanting a hybrid of both. Deploy Rev.ai any way you like. 

Customize your transcription workflow according to your needs or limitations. Rev.ai will 
seamlessly integrate with existing processes.

Rev.ai’s on-premises speech-to-text (STT) enables you to secure your data and run your own private 
instance of our world-class asynchronous STT engine wherever you want it - private cloud, data center, 
or in your own office. 

All audio run through Rev.ai’s public cloud is highly secure. However, sometimes enterprises have 
compliance rules or other reasons that warrant running STT on-premises. If that’s the case, we’ve got 
you covered.

We provide you with a Docker container that is deployable in any environment that has a suitable 
machine (see below) on which to run. 

The current implementation requires an internet connection to reach our servers for the following:

Benefits of On-Premises 

Deployment Method

Asynchronous STT
On-Premises Deployment

Initialization
of the container  

Billing 

We can obtain the required keys to decrypt our speech model.

The container sends a request to the Rev.ai billing endpoint. This request does two things:
 
 1)  Sends the file duration so Rev.ai can invoice customers the correct amount for usage
 2)  Authorizes the release of the transcript
 
We are unable to access any other information on the file.



Key Features
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Best in class 
accuracy 

Global English 
coverage

Input option(s)

Our single English model supports all major English accents from around the 
world, getting the best out-of-the-box accuracy.  Our comprehensive model 
eliminates your need to switch models in and out of memory depending on the 
speaker, saving your organization money and time. 

Receive transcripts 
using Callback/
Webhooks 

We let you know when processing is complete by automatically placing results in 
the location of your choice. There is no need to poll for job completion status.

Custom 
vocabulary

Provide custom lists with each API call to include uncommon or made-up words,
names, or industry-specific terminology not in our dictionaries.

Every transcript contains:

Files must be submitted via media_url. Local files (ie: files that live locally on your 
computer) are not supported.

Transcript 
output option(s)

Download your transcript as JSON, TXT, SRT, or VTT. 

We train our speech models on tens of thousands of hours of human-transcribed 
audio content. Our content touches on a diverse set of use cases and verticals 
and a plethora of accents, including noisy audio, ensuring best of breed, 
out-of-the-box results. 

The result? We offer the most accurate speech recognition service on the market 
that boasts the industry’s lowest word error rate (WER).

A-Z

ENG

Advanced capitalization, punctuation, and formatting 
Transcripts with terms such as proper nouns, dates, times, 
and currencies are automatically polished and formatted so 
they're readable and easy to understand. 

Speaker diarization
Identify speakers within one channel and attribute text
to each.

Timestamps 
View start/end timestamps on every word.

Customizable metadata
Each job includes a customizable metadata field. This allows you 
to associate Rev.ai jobs to a particular entity (ie: track usage for 
individual users, teams/sub-teams, etc).

Confidence scores 
View confidence scores on every word.

Verbatim
Capture every word, including "ums" and "uhs".


